Jacquard, a peculiar and most ingenious mechanism, invented by M. Jacquard of Lyons, to be adapted to a silk or muslin loom for superseding the employment of draw-boys, in weaving figured goods. Independently of the ordinary play of the warp threads, for the formation of the ground of such a web, all those threads which should rise simultaneously to produce the figure have their appropriate selective, which a child formerly raised by means of cords, that grouped them together into a system, in the order, and at the time desired by the weaver. This plan evidently occasioned no little complication in the machine, when the design was richly figured; but the apparatus of Jacquard, which reduces this mechanism to a regular mechanical operation, and derives its motions from a simple paddle put in motion by the weaver's feet, was generally adopted soon after its invention in 1800. Every occasion has been conceived of receiving this beautiful appendage. It costs in France 200 francs, or £40 in this country.